February 2010
Welcome to the SpringSoft Technology Newsletter. This is a monthly e-mail newsletter distributed to our customers,
partners, and friends to provide information on our Novas Verification Enhancement and Laker Custom IC Design
technologies. We hope the information in this newsletter will help you to use our products more effectively in your design
and verification environments.
Please see the links at the end of this newsletter for subscription information or to provide feedback that will help us
improve future editions.
-----------------------------------Verification Tips:
Select Bit Signal and Display Entire Bus on nWave
The Verdi system provides the Add Full Bus command in nWave to automatically add the entire bus when a bit
signal is selected. The following steps and figure demonstrates the usage of this command:
<Click to read more>
Find Signals with Regular Expression
The Verdi system supports searching signals by Regular Expression. This capability provides a flexible way for
users to find signals of interest quickly. The following steps provide an example for how to use this capability.
<Click to read more>
A Unified FSDB Dumper for Cadence IUS, Synopsys VCS and Mentor Graphics ModelSim Simulators
A new breed of FSDB dumper is provided since Novas 2009.10. Different from previous FSDB dumpers, the new
dumper is unified to support a broader range of simulators and versions. Currently, the new dumper can support
Cadence IUS 6.2, Synopsys VCS 2006.06, Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.4b and their later versions.
<Click to read more>
-----------------------------------Custom IC Design Tips:
Convert the Laker system’s Layout Window to a White Background
On occasions where the default black background is too dark, it is possible to change to a white background color.
To do this, follow these steps:
1. Find your Laker install directory. For example: /tools/laker.
<Click to read more>
The ROI of Hardware Configuration Management
By: Srinath Anantharaman, ClioSoft, Inc.
Hardware Configuration Management Systems

Software teams have long realized the return on investment (ROI) of software configuration management (SCM)
systems. SCM systems have been used by software teams for decades to manage development, improve
collaboration, and coordinate releases. SCM systems have become such an integral part of a software
development environment that practically no significant software project is even started without a SCM
methodology in place. There are a variety of software configuration management systems to choose from –
commercial systems such as ClearCase® or Perforce and public domain mainstays such as CVS and
Subversion.
<Click to read more>
-----------------------------------Technical Articles:
Functional Qualification – Components in Electronics; February 2010
by: George Bakewell, Director of Product Marketing, SpringSoft
Today's complex chips are verified using sophisticated verification environments that are often more complex than
the design itself. Although advancements have been made in the areas of stimulus generation and coverage
measurement, existing tools still do not provide the engineer with an overall measure of "how good" the
testbench is at exposing the presence of bugs.
<Continue Reading>
Debugging and Analysis with SystemVerilog Test Bench; EDN.com – February 2010
Some minor additions to OVM libraries can open a new world of visibility for design verifiers.
By Bindesh Patel and Rex Chen, SpringSoft
The verification component of SystemVerilog has dominated the rapid adoption of the language. The new
verification syntax in the language allows for dramatic productivity gains in the verification cycle, which itself is
now the major portion of the entire design and verification cycle. However, the debugging process of such
environments brings about additional complexities.
<Continue Reading>
-----------------------------------Support:
All Worldwide Support Consolidated To One Site
No matter where you are worldwide, you can now find SpringSoft’s top rated support in one place. Just go to
http://support.springsoft.com
The most recent product releases are:
Novas Verdi – 2010.01
Novas Siloti – 2010.01
Laker – 2009.12
ADP – 2009.12
Certitude – 2010.01
Go to www.springsoft.com/support to update your versions.
-----------------------------------News:
SPRINGSOFT RELEASES INDUSTRY’S MOST ROBUST OA-COMPLIANT CUSTOM IC
Laker Custom Layout Automation System offers standard interoperability, robust ecosystem, and IPL support on
proven foundation of unique automation

HSINCHU, Taiwan, February 22, 2010 – SpringSoft, Inc. (TAIEX: 2473), a global supplier of specialized IC
design software, today announced the availability of its latest version of the Laker™ Custom Layout Automation
System, which offers the industry’s most complete and robust support of the OpenAccess (OA) database
standard. The release builds on several years of collaboration by SpringSoft with other industry leaders to
develop the infrastructure and technology required to deliver on the promise of the OA effort.
<Continue Reading>
SPRINGSOFT SIMPLIFIES VERIFICATION OF LOW-POWER CHIPS WITH ADVANCED POWER-AWARE DEBUG
SOLUTION
New Verdi Power-aware Debug Module enables visualization of power intent with RTL and UPF/CPF for
automated debug and analysis
HSINCHU, Taiwan, February 8, 2010 - SpringSoft, Inc. (TAIEX: 2473), a global supplier of specialized IC design
TM
software, today introduced a new power-aware debug module for its award-winning Verdi Automated Debug
System. Power-aware debug accelerates the comprehension of power intent and automates the process of
visualizing, tracing and analyzing the source of power-related errors. The module is fully integrated with the
hardware description language (HDL) debug capabilities of the Verdi system, the cornerstone of SpringSoft's
TM
family of Novas Verification Enhancement products that enable engineers to do more verification in less time.
<Continue Reading>
-----------------------------------Upcoming Events:
DVCon 2010 – Feb 22-25, 2010
See SpringSoft at DVCon at the DoubleTree Hotel, San Jose, CA
Booth #701
Go to: http://www.dvcon.org to learn more.
-----------------------------------Find SpringSoft on Twitter and on Facebook.
Twitter: www.twitter.com/SpringSoft
Facebook: www.facebook.com/SpringSoft
-----------------------------------Newsletter Subscription Information:
If you would like to be removed from the SpringSoft Newsletter distribution list, or if you consider this message as
unsolicited commercial e-mail, please email unsubscribe@springsoft.com . Type the word "Remove" in the subject line
and hit "Send."
We'd appreciate hearing your suggestions, comments or questions about the SpringSoft Newsletter. Please feel free to
contact Karim Azar at +1 (408) 467.7860 or karim_azar@springsoft.com
Novas, Laker, Verdi, Siloti and nWave are trademarks and Debussy is a registered trademark of SpringSoft, Inc. All other
trademarks are property of their respective owners.
Copyright 2010, SpringSoft, Inc. All rights reserved.

Select Bit Signal and Display Entire Bus on nWave
The Verdi system provides the Add Full Bus command in nWave to automatically add the entire bus when a bit signal is
selected. The following steps and figure demonstrates the usage of this command:
1. Assuming there is a one bit signal data[2] in nWave, and it belongs to the 8-bit bus data[7:0].
2. Select this one bit signal in nWave, click the right-mouse-button and invoke the command Bus Operations  Add
Full Bus. Note the command will not appear unless you have selected a bus member.
3. The entire 8-bit bus data[7:0] (which the selected signal belongs to) will be automatically added under the selected
signal.

Select a bus member

The entire bus
will be added

Find Signals with Regular Expression
The Verdi system supports searching signals by Regular Expression. This capability provides a flexible way for users to
find signals of interest quickly. The following steps provide an example for how to use this capability.
1. In nWave (with a loaded FSDB file), invoke the command Signal  Get Signals to open the Get Signals form.
2. In the Get Signals form, click the Options button to open the Options setting form, turn on the Search Signals with
Regular Expression option and then press Close.
3. In this example we would like to find a signal whose name starts from letter a to letter d, let’s input ^[a-d] in the Find
Signal field then press Enter.
4. As you can see in the following figure, signals whose names start from a to d will be listed. Changing the scope in the
left pane will list signals with the same Regular Expression in other scopes.

Search signal by
Regular Expression

A Unified FSDB Dumper for Cadence IUS, Synopsys VCS and Mentor Graphics ModelSim
Simulators
A new breed of FSDB dumper is provided since Novas 2009.10. Different from previous FSDB dumpers, the new dumper
is unified to support a broader range of simulators and versions. Currently, the new dumper can support Cadence IUS 6.2,
Synopsys VCS 2006.06, Mentor Graphics ModelSim 6.4b and their later versions.
The new unified dumper is scheduled to replace the old dumpers in the year 2010. However, the old dumpers are still
available for a considerable amount of time. For detailed usage on the new dumper, refer to the Linking Novas Files with
Simulators and Enabling FSDB Dumping document (<NOVAS_INST_DIR>/doc/linking_dumping.pdf). And, for detailed
usage on the old dumper, refer to the Linking Novas Files with Simulators and Enabling FSDB Dumping document
(<NOVAS_INST_DIR>/doc/linking_dumping_pre-2010.01.pdf).
Here is a short example showing how to load the unified Novas FSDB dumper using the Synopsys VCS simulator:

Set shared library search path.
> setenv LD_LIBRARY_PATH \
${NOVAS_INST_DIR}/share/PLI/lib/${PLATFORM}: \
…


Compile the design and run the simulation command.
> vcs –line –debug_all –P ${NOVAS_INST_DIR}/share/PLI/VCS/${PLATFORM}/novas.tab
${NOVAS_INST_DIR}/share/PLI/VCS/${PLATFORM}/pli.a
> simv

Note that some of the FSDB dumping commands will also become obsolete in the new unified FSDB dumper. The details
about what is changing for the dump commands can be found in the “A Unified FSDB Dumper” application note
(KB#8192-18) located in the knowledge base of the SpringSoft support website (support.springsoft.com).

Convert the Laker system’s Layout Window to a White Background
On occasions where the default black background is too dark, it is possible to change to a white background color. To do
this, follow these steps:
1. Find your Laker install directory. For example: /tools/laker.
2. Under the subdirectory: etc/, find the file: leoDsgWnd.fm.
3. Modify the content of file: /tools/laker/etc/leoDsgWnd.fm
Find the definition as follows and change the line highlighted in red:
PanedWindow WORKINGWINDOW {
orientation = vertical;
Form WORKINGPANEWND {
DrawingAreaContainer ALLDRAWINGAREA {
attachLeft = "Form 0";
attachTop = "Form 0";
attachRight = "Form 0";
attachBottom = "Form 0";
Frame CONTEXTWND {
manage = FALSE;
DrawingArea DRAWINGAREAWND1 {
background = black;
width = 100;
height = 100;
scrollbar = float;
traverse = false;
}
}
DrawingArea SCHDRAWINGAREAWND_F {
manage = FALSE;
traverse = false;
background = black;
width = 535;
height = 180;
attachRight = "Form 0";
attachBottom = "Form 0";
scrollbar = both;
}
DrawingArea DRAWINGAREAWND {
background = white;
<-- Change the color here from black to white.
width = 640;
height = 640;
attachLeft = "Form 0";
attachTop = "Form 0";
attachRight = "Form 0";
attachBottom = "Form 0";
scrollbar = float;
After changing the background color, you may also need to change the color for other features e.g. the select object color
is white by default.
NOTE: When you upgrade the Laker version, the modified leoDsgWnd.fm file cannot be reused. You will need to make
the modifications again in the latest Laker installation.
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The ROI of Hardware Configuration Management

1.1 Author:


Srinath Anantharaman, ClioSoft, Inc.

1.2 Hardware Configuration Management Systems
Software teams have long realized the return on investmen
investment (ROI) of software
oftware configuration management (SCM) systems.
systems
SCM systems have been used by software teams for decades to manage development, improve collaboration,
collaboration and
coordinate releases. SCM systems have become such an integral part of a software development environment that
practically no significant software project is even started without a SCM methodology in place. There are a variety of
software configuration management systems to choose
ch
from – commercial systems such as ClearCase® or Perforce and
public domain mainstays such as CVS and Subversion.
Over the last decade, hardware design teams have encountered the same market forces as software designers:
increased competition due to globalization,
obalization, mandating the use of the best available engineers irrespective of location, an
exponential increase in design complexity, and shrinking market windows. The result has been larger teams of engineers
spread across multiple sites.
Facing this combination
bination of market forces and large widespread teams, it makes sense for hardware teams to adopt the
methods of software teams, but adapted them for hardware flows, i.e., a hardware configuration management (HCM)
system. This paper examines design flows with
with and without HCM systems and evaluates the advantages and ROI of
deploying an HCM system and methodology.

1.3 Team Design without HCM
Designing in a team implies sharing design data that has been completed and keeping designs in progress isolated. This
is usually achieved by using an ad hoc process where data is managed by copying designs from the isolated
development/scratch libraries to the shared libraries. A typical workflow for managing and sharing design data is
illustrated in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Design collaboration without HCM
Designers often like to keep backups, so revision control is achieved by arbitrary naming conventions. Soon libraries are
littered with cell-views
views containing names such as ”layout_4” or “schematic_jan_14_2009”. Changes are tracked manually,
often by a highly
ly compensated project leader or manager, and communication is often via meetings and emails that use
up precious engineering time. Since everyone is sharing the design data, access controls are hard to enforce and are
often left to an honor system. Consequently,
uently, no one is prevented from accidentally deleting or modifying the wrong data.
Such accidents are usually addressed by having a gatekeeper (often the same highly paid project manager), which is not

only expensive but is a hindrance to development, as the “gatekeeper” is frequently away for meetings. Finally, as project
milestones are reached, the entire project is archived as a way to capture each milestone.

1.3.1 Multi-site Development
When development is spread across multiple sites, data management becomes
becomes even more complex and communication
is impeded by distance, time zone differences, and language. A typical way to tackle this problem is to partition the project
so that each part is primarily managed by different sites. Completed and shared data is periodically
per
synchronized between
the sites as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Design collaboration across two sites without HCM

1.3.2 Issues and Inefficiencies
Without an HCM system and methodology in place, project schedules and quality rely too heavily on human perfection.
This arrangement may work with a small team of veteran engineers but as the team size grows there will invariably be
accidents. Users can inadvertently overwrite each other’s changes when they copy changes from their scratch libraries to
the master libraries. Hierarchical copying, though very convenient, can have disastrous consequences. With no version
control, the changes may be lost forever, or at the very least be time consuming to retrieve from backups, if they even
exist. A much bigger
er problem is if the overwrite is not detected at all and the project tapes out without this knowledge. This
sort of error can necessitate a very expensive re-spin.
re
Team design without HCM also adds inefficiencies to the entire process. Users have to be very
ve careful about what they
modify or delete, which takes up valuable time. Libraries become cluttered with saved backup versions and shared master
libraries tend to accumulate unused cells requiring periodic cleanup. Simulations and verifications are always
alway suspect
because the libraries could have changed midway through. Inefficiencies become even greater when multiple sites are
involved and time zone differences delay turnaround of issues.
In the end, lack of an HCM system and methodology is a nightmare fo
forr management since there is no accountability or
any audit trail of changes. Managers get burdened with the mundane tasks of bookkeeping and gate-keeping,
gate
which are
better managed via software automation. As additional red tape is added to improve accountability
accounta
and to reduce errors, it
further slows down development and takes more quality time away from project leaders and managers.

1.4 Team Design with HCM
A hardware configuration management system such as ClioSoft’s SOS can streamline the design process and
significantly improve a team’s productivity. SOS acts as a gatekeeper and protects the users from accidentally
losing/overwriting valuable data, thus eliminating the need for manual bookkeeping.
Each user works in a sandbox that essentially has a snapshot
snapshot of the project. ClioSoft’s SOS automatically optimizes disk
space usage through the intelligent use of symbolic links for all objects not being modified. The user’s workspace is
isolated and is not affected by changes made by others until the he or she is
is ready to retrieve the changes. Each user’s
changes remain private until their modified design objects are checked in to the HCM system. This process provides a
very stable and predictable environment for running simulations and verifications.
A user mustt check out an object from the HCM system before editing and this places a write lock on the object and
prevents accidental overwrites by others. When changes are checked in, a new revision is created giving users the ability
to revert back to or view a previous
evious revision. Finally an audit trail is maintained, recording a chronological history of all
events and providing better accountability and a clearer understanding of what changes took place during the lifetime of
the project. Figure 3 illustrates team design and workflow using HCM.

Figure 3: Design collaboration with HCM

1.4.1 Multi-site Development
The value of HCM grows as the size of the team grows, and becomes invaluable if the team is spread across multiple
sites and time zones. ClioSoft’s SOS uses a client server architecture that allows access to the same project data
irrespective of the engineer’s location. When a design change is completed and checked in, it is immediately available to
all the members of the team and there is no need to wait for site
site synchronization. SOS has technology built in, such as
remote cache servers, to reduce use of network bandwidth and minimize the effects of network latency. A push or pull
model can be used to update the cache at remote sites immediately or at regular interval.
interval. Figure 4 shows the high-level
high
architecture and workflow of SOS HCM in a multi
multi-site environment.

Figure 4: Design collaboration across two sites with SOS HCM

1.4.2 Project Management Made Easy
A project administrator can use ClioSoft’s SOS to provide intelligent
intelligent gatekeeping through the use of extensive access
control capabilities. For instance, layout engineers can be prevented from making changes to schematics, contractors can
be restricted to having access only to certain modules, verification engineers
engineers can be limited to read-only
read
access, etc.
Cross-coupled
coupled integration with issue tracking systems like Bugzilla and Trac automates bookkeeping and helps improve
quality. Milestones and releases can be easily recorded by taking snapshots. Thus the exact project
proj
configuration or any
snapshot can be easily recreated at any time without the need to maintain multiple, mostly redundant, archived copies of
the project. Derivatives or variants, such as a new version of a completed project, can be easily created and managed
through the use of “branching.”
Projects can further be broken up into smaller more manageable pieces. PDKs and IP can be kept as separate reference
projects allowing for reuse by multiple design projects across the enterprise. Larger projects can be hierarchically
partitioned into smaller sub-projects
projects and split across multiple sites. By the use of references, the pieces are brought
together and managed in SOS as one complete seamless project.

1.5 HCM Integrated with the Laker Flow
When doing custom layout or designing analog/mixed
analog/mixed-signal
signal designs, engineers are creating and editing layouts or
schematics in libraries. Design tools such as SpringSoft’s Laker™ Custom Layout Automation System create a large
number of files on disk to store
re the design data. In addition, design and verification tools create multiple run files, lock
files, backup files, and log files. Soon an engineer’s workspace is cluttered with a large set of files. An engineer working at
the design abstraction level of libraries
ibraries and cells is not aware of the internal data storage mechanism of the design editors
and would be hard pressed to figure out which files contain design data and which files are just temporary files that need
not or should not be managed. Designers are already working with several tools and complex flows. Adding additional
tools and steps to the process will be met with resistance. So the HCM system should be seamlessly integrated with the
design flow.
SpringSoft and ClioSoft have come together to solve
solve these problems. They use open architectures and published APIs
that make integration between SpringSoft’s Laker layout and ClioSoft’s SOS systems possible and seamless. Close
partnership between SpringSoft and ClioSoft and practical feedback from customers
customers has led to an easy-to-use,
easy
powerful
integration.

SpringSoft
Laker
Layout
System

Figure 5: Laker & SOS integration architecture
The Laker layout system has a full Tcl API that allows access to the design data and customization of the user interface.
inte
ClioSoft has built a design browser into the Laker layout system using the TCL API. This allows engineers to browse
libraries and design hierarchies, examine the status of cells and perform revision control operations.

Figure 6: The SOS design browser in Laker
The Laker layout system has provided a published API for design management support. Using this API, ClioSoft has built
an integration with the SOS data management software that allows the Laker layout system flows to use SOS for revision
control.
ontrol. By using SOS, cells are automatically checked out for editing and then checked in after modifications are

complete. Users may click the right mouse button for popup menus in the Laker layout system which provide quick access
to revision control operations.

Figure 7: Right-click popup menus & auto checkout prompt dialog

1.6 Conclusion
Software teams have long realized that they cannot function without a SCM system in place. As hardware teams have
grown and become widely dispersed, the use of HCM systems, too, are on the rise.
Design teams have found that by deploying an HCM system, the productivity of the team and the efficiency of
management are improved, and the probabilities of expensive re-spins are markedly reduced. The ROI of an HCM system
is realized in several ways:





Automated and error proof bookkeeping and gate keeping capabilities that relieve managers and engineers from mundane
tasks.
Real-time communication and collaboration between engineers at the same site or around the world, reducing the need for
expensive, time-consuming meetings and error-prone email communication.
Prevention of data loss and easy recovery from mistakes.
Reduced need for EDA support services since processes are streamlined and data sharing is automated.

Most importantly, an HCM system makes a dramatic difference in reducing the need for re-spins. During the hectic period
before a tape-out, an HCM system is invaluable in detecting and preventing human error. Saving just the manufacturing
cost of a single re-spin will more than recoup the investment of licensing and deploying an HCM system.
Deploying an HCM system positively impacts the bottom line by helping get products to market sooner. Savings in
engineering salaries, software licenses and manufacturing helps reduce cost significantly. Reaching the market earlier
help increase sales and profits.
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SPRINGSOFT SIMPLIFIES VERIFICATION OF LOW-POWER CHIPS WITH
ADVANCED POWER-AWARE DEBUG SOLUTION
New Verdi Power-aware Debug Module enables visualization of power intent
with RTL and UPF/CPF for automated debug and analysis
HSINCHU, Taiwan, February 8, 2010 — SpringSoft, Inc. (TAIEX: 2473), a global supplier of specialized IC design
software, today introduced a new power-aware debug module for its award-winning Verdi™ Automated Debug
System. Power-aware debug accelerates the comprehension of power intent and automates the process of
visualizing, tracing and analyzing the source of power-related errors. The module is fully integrated with the hardware
description language (HDL) debug capabilities of the Verdi system, the cornerstone of SpringSoft’s family of Novas™
Verification Enhancement products that enable engineers to do more verification in less time.
SpringSoft’s power-aware debug combines support for the United Power Format (UPF) and Common Power
Format (CPF) with design comprehension tools for understanding power intent and automated debug techniques to
determine whether unexpected design behavior is caused by functional logic or power-related issues. These
capabilities are enabled within the Verdi environment for more efficient understanding and debug of low-power
system-on-chip (SoC) designs. An early adopter release of the power-aware debug module is already in use by several
top-tier global semiconductor companies.
“While CPF and UPF provide a consistent way of describing power intent from RTL design through verification,
there have been no power-aware debug tools available at the RTL abstraction,” said Thomas Li, director of product
marketing at SpringSoft. “Verdi bridges this power verification gap by providing a universal platform for integrating

power formats and innovations with HDL debug automation. Now that it’s easier to visualize, trace, and analyze
complex power behaviors in both RTL and UPF/CPF code, engineers can resolve power issues earlier in the process
and save valuable verification cycles.”

Power-aware Comprehension & Debug
The Verdi power-aware debug module provides full UPF and CPF source code support with the ability to import
and compile data from these power design languages into SpringSoft’s Design Knowledge Database (KDB). This
provides a high-level view of power intent that can be correlated with RTL design data also contained in the KDB to
give a complete power-aware picture of the design structure.
An easy-to-use Power Manager browser enables engineers to visualize and annotate power intent in traditional
RTL design views (source code, schematic, and waveform). Power-related constraints such as level shifter and switch
rules can be easily located for each power domain and correlated to specific RTL design blocks. With the ability to
cross probe between power and RTL views, engineers can readily identify the origin of power-related problems.
Leveraging the advanced RTL debug capabilities of the Verdi system, engineers can then track down the root
cause of power-related behavior across RTL and power domains. The paths of signals driven by CPF/UPF code are
automatically traced throughout different power domains, so debug is directed to the relevant source. Dynamic
power modes/states are annotated in both RTL and power views for seamless tracing between RTL and CPF/UPF code
during debug. In addition, the current power status of any signal can be quickly checked and traced to its CPF/UPF
source.
A detailed technical paper describing power-aware debug requirements and solutions is available on the
SpringSoft web site at: www.springsoft.com/whitepapers/power-aware-debug.

Verdi Automated Debug System
The Verdi Automated Debug System is SpringSoft’s flagship product for advanced debug. It cuts debug time in
half by automating the process of comprehending how complex IC and SoC designs work. The full-featured system
automates behavior tracing over time with its unique analysis engines, provides a powerful set of design views to

visualize and help analyze cause-and-effect relationships, and uses patented techniques to reveal the functional
operation and interaction between the design, assertions and system testbench.

Pricing & Availability
The Verdi Power-aware Debug Module is immediately available at U.S. list price of $5,000 for a one-year
subscription license. It is fully supported with the latest release of the Verdi Automated Debug System, which is U.S.
list priced at $14,000 for a one-year subscription license.

About SpringSoft
SpringSoft, Inc. is a global supplier of specialized automation technologies that accelerate engineers during the
design, verification and debug of complex digital, analog and mixed-signal ICs, ASICs, microprocessors, and SoCs. Its
award-winning product portfolio features the Novas Verification Enhancement and Laker Custom IC Design solutions
used by more than 400 of today's leading IDM and fabless semiconductor companies, foundries, and electronic
systems OEMs. Headquartered in Hsinchu, Taiwan, and San Jose, California, SpringSoft is the largest company in Asia
specializing in IC design software and a recognized industry leader in customer service with more than 400 employees
located in multiple R&D sites and local support offices around the world. For more information, visit
www.springsoft.com.
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SPRINGSOFT RELEASES INDUSTRY’S MOST ROBUST
OA-COMPLIANT CUSTOM IC SOLUTION
Laker Custom Layout Automation System offers standard interoperability,
robust ecosystem, and IPL support on proven foundation of unique automation
SAN JOSE, Calif., February 22, 2010 – SpringSoft, Inc. (TAIEX: 2473), a global supplier of specialized IC design
software, today announced the availability of its latest version of the Laker™ Custom Layout Automation System,
which offers the industry’s most complete and robust support of the OpenAccess (OA) database standard. The
release builds on several years of collaboration by SpringSoft with other industry leaders to develop the
infrastructure and technology required to deliver on the promise of the OA effort.
The latest release of the Laker system is completely compatible with the OA database and API, which can be used as
the center of a multi-vendor interoperable IC design environment. It supports all the necessary interfaces, libraries
and design kits – including interoperable process design kits (iPDKs) from TSMC – to work within a heterogeneous
tool environment. It also works with other custom IC tools, such as Cadence’s Virtuoso®. The interoperability means
that a layout created in Cadence’s Virtuoso can be used in the Laker system and vice versa, for example.
“SpringSoft has invested significantly in helping make OpenAccess a viable and useful standard for IC designers. We
are pleased to see the fruition of our efforts realized through this release of Laker fully supporting OA, which delivers
on the promise of a truly interoperable standard and enhances the overall automation benefits of our solution,” said
Duncan McDonald, Director of Product Marketing for Custom IC Design Solutions, at SpringSoft.
The Promise of OA
The OA standard effort was initiated with a goal of dramatically reducing the number of translation steps in a typical
EDA flow by using a single standard database and API that were created specifically for IC design. This also prevents
the loss of data in communicating between tools as there is no database conversion required.
OA is built on a standard database and API, avoiding conflicts or ambiguities in data interpretation, and features
centralized support for name mapping, data integrity, import, export, and other routine database chores.
The Laker system supports all of these standardization features in the latest release, ensuring a true interoperable
platform for a multi-tool flow. An important part of SpringSoft’s approach to OpenAccess is to ensure multi-vendor
interoperability for all three OA application interfaces: file exchange, data exchange, and common runtime model.
While most EDA multi-vendor scenarios use the data exchange interface (i.e. the application uses the OpenAccess API
to access design data, but then reformats it into a unique runtime model used by the application), SpringSoft

embraces the much more tightly coupled runtime model interface. Using the runtime model, applications work
together in the same memory on a shared OpenAccess runtime model.
SpringSoft has worked closely with key OA supporters such as Synopsys, Magma Design Automation, Mentor
Graphics, and TSMC to test and implement the OA standard in complete environment. It has demonstrated
interoperability with a variety of tool suppliers, and has tested the latest versions of OA extensively to ensure
reliability and seamless integration.
The Laker System’s support of OA extends to IPL PDKs (iPDKs) the industry’s first interoperable process design kits
from TSMC. The iPDK support features support for TSMC’s 65-nm process, with a roadmap to 40nm and 28nm
support.
About SpringSoft
SpringSoft, Inc. is a global supplier of specialized automation technologies that accelerate engineers during the
design, verification and debug of complex digital, analog and mixed-signal ICs, ASICs, microprocessors, and SoCs. Its
award-winning product portfolio features the NovasTM Verification Enhancement and Laker Custom IC Design
solutions used by more than 400 of today's leading IDM and fabless semiconductor companies, foundries, and
electronic systems OEMs. Headquartered in Hsinchu, Taiwan, and San Jose, California, SpringSoft is the largest
company in Asia specializing in IC design software and a recognized industry leader in customer service with more
than 400 employees located in multiple R&D sites and local support offices around the world. For more information,
visit www.springsoft.com.
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